Order Attachment

General Terms and Conditions of Advertisement
Digital Display on Digital Media
§ 1 Definitions
Whenever any of the following terms are used in these General Terms and Conditions of Advertisement
Digital Display on Digital Media or in the Order, they shall have the following meanings:
1. 		“AMS” – AMS S.A. with the registered office in Warsaw (00-732) at ul. Czerska 8/10,
		Tax ID (NIP): 782-00-21-306, statistical number REGON: 630933936, entered in the Register
		of Enterprises of the National Court Register kept by the District Court for the Capital City
		of Warsaw in Warsaw, 13th Commercial Division of the National Court Register under number
		KRS 0000079299, with the share capital of PLN 9,797,370.00, fully paid-up;
2.		“ATM” – ATMs or other devices (such as CDMs, dual machines, recyclers, etc) of IT CARD network
		made available to AMS on which the Advertisement Digital Display service is rendered;
3.		“Personal Data” – identifiable or possible to be identified information about a natural person;
		a natural person who is identifiable is a person who may be directly or indirectly identifiable,
		in particular based on an identification such as, for example, first name and surname,
		residential address;
4.		“Digitial Citylight” (DG_CL) – an advertising medium equipped with an LCD screen, placed in an
		open area, adapted for Digital Display of digital content; Advertisement Digital Display on Digital 		
		Citylight media is made for at least 20 hours per day;
5. 		“Digital Cityscreen” (DG_CS) – an advertising medium equipped with an LED screen, placed
		in an open area, adapted for Digital Display of digital content; Advertisement Digital Display
		on Digital Cityscreen media is made for at least 20 hours per day;
6. 		“Digital indoor” (DG_IN) – an advertising medium equipped with an LCD screen, placed in
		a building, adapted for Digital Display of digital content; Advertisement Digital Display on Digital 		
		indoor media is made during the opening hours of a shopping centre/building in which given
		Media are installed;
7. 		“Digital Indoorscreen” (DG_IN_H) – an advertising medium equipped with an LCD horizonatl
		screen, placed in a building, adapted for Digital Display of digital content; Advertisement Digital 		
		Display on Digital indoor media is made during the opening hours of a shopping centre/building
		in which given Media are installed;
8. 		“Business Day” – each day of the week, except for Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays;
9. 		“ATM Screen” – an LCD medium located in the ATM screen; Advertisement Digital Display may
		be made on the following ATM Screens:
		a) Welcome Screen – a screen displayed on the ATM screen between the end of the previous 		
			 transaction and the start of the next one or other operation performed at the ATM by the user;
			 the ATM has no more than 6 Welcome Screens displayed one after the other;
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		b) Authorization Screen – a screen displayed on the ATM screen while the user’s payment card
			 is awaiting authorization in the banking system;
		c) Post-Authorization Screen – a screen displayed on the ATM screen while the user is waiting for
			 a card return or cash pickup during the transaction;
10. 		“Digital Display” – a service rendered by AMS against remuneration consisting in Digital Display
		of the Client’s Advertisements on Digital Media, on the terms and conditions set out in the Order;
11. 		“Advertising Campaign” – a service rendered by AMS against remuneration that covers all the 		
		activities performed by AMS in order to make a Digital Display on the terms and conditions set
		out in the Order and the General Terms and Conditions;
12. 		“Client” – a natural or a legal person, or an organisational unit without legal personality which carries
		out business and professional activity in its own name, which orders an Advertising Campaign;
13. “Fitness Club” – a club where Move TV Media are mounted;
14. “Digital Media” – advertising media such as Digital Citylight, Digital Cityscreen, Digital Indoor,
		Digital Indoorsceen, ATM Screen, LCD Medium in public transport, Move TV Medium (hereinafter
		jointly also referred to as „Advertising Media”);
15. 		“LCD Media in public transportation means” (CT_BUS_S, CT_TRA_S, TrafficTV) – LCD screens
		mounted in Public Transportation Vehicles; Digital Display on LCD Media in public transportation
		means is performed during operation time of Public Transportation Vehicles;
16. “Move TV Media” (DG_MoveTV) – LCD screens adapted to digital display of digital content, 		
		mounted in Fitness Clubs; Digital Display of Advertisements on Move TV Media is made during
		the opening hours of Fitness Clubs;
17. 		“New Mobile Technologies” – technologies that allow access to the content coded in the 			
		Advertisement, websites or communications with the use of mobile devices;
18. 		“Offer” – terms and conditions of performing the Client’s Advertising Campaign, prepared
		by AMS based on a Request for Quotation and the Commercial Policy effective at AMS;
19. 		“Commercial Policy” – a document governing price terms of purchase of Advertising Campaings,
		effective at AMS;
20. 		“Public Transportation Vehicles” – trams, buses, trolleybus;
21.		“Advertisement” – static or dynamic, digital advertising material, in the form and format required
		by AMS, without sound;
22.		“Order” – an agreement pertaining to an order for the execution of Advertising Campaign, 		
		concluded by and between the Client and AMS, on a proper form effective at AMS, with attachments
		and annexes; the Order may be concluded or amended in writing, in the electronic form or with the
		use of a simple (not qualified) electronic signature (unless the further provisions of the General 		
		Terms and Conditions or the Order provide for otherwise);
23.		“Request for Quotation” (brief) – a request for quotation submitted to AMS by the Client concerning
		the terms and conditions of conducting of a particular Advertising Campaign, which includes at least
		the following data:
		a) particulars of the Client (full business name used by the Client, Tax ID, address),
		b) name of the product or industry the Advertisement pertains to,
		c) detailed Digital Display parameters based on the selected purchase options of the Advertising
		 Campaign, set out in the Commercial Policy;
24.		“General Terms and Conditions” – these General Terms and Conditions of Advertisement
		Digital Display on Digital Media.

§ 2 Content of Advetisements
1.		AMS reserves the right to make its own assessment of the Advertisement presented by the Client
		in terms of its compliance with the applicable law and decency. If AMS questions the content
		of the Advertisement, the Client shall change it so that its content does not raise any legal doubts.
2. 		Advertising on ATM screens, on LCD Media in public transportation and on Media mounted
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		in shopping centres additionally requires obtaining (via AMS) the approval of the content and 		
		form of the Advertisement from the owner / administrator of ATMs, LCD screens in public transport
		or shopping centres owners / administrators. In order to obtain approval, the Client is obliged
		to deliver the Advertisement to AMS no later than 3 Business Days before the commencement 		
		of the digital Display. Failure by the Client to meet the deadline indicated above may shorten 		
		the Advertisement Digital Display period while retaining AMS’s right to full remuneration specified in the
		Order, which in such a case includes remuneration for the readiness to perform a full Advertising Campaign.
3.		AMS reserves the right to refuse to accept or refuse to conduct further Digital Display of the
		Advertisement without incurring any liability in this respect if:
		a) The advertisement applies to alcoholic beverages (applies to Advertisements on LCD Media
			 in public transportation),
		b) Advertisement is contrary to applicable law (including the provisions of the press law,
			 the Gambling Act, the Act on Upbringing in Sobriety and Counteracting Alcoholism or the 		
			 Pharmaceutical Law), decency, may lead to violation of any rights of third parties or legitimate
			 interests of AMS, offends human dignity or may for other reasons be considered an act
			 of unfair competition,
		c) a third party or an authorized body raises objections in writing regarding the content
			 of the Advertisement,
		d) an institution founded to ensure compliance with the principles of media ethics or advertising
			 ethics raises objections regarding the Advertisement,
		e) the content or form of the Advertisement objectively exposes the Digital Media on which
			 the given Advertisement is displayed to great risk of damage as a result of vandalism,
		f) the owner / administrator of real estate (including a shopping centre), bus shelters, Fitness Club,
			 Public Transportation Vehicles or ATMs on which Digital Media are mounted, raises objections 		
			 regarding the content of the Advertisements, subject to AMS retaining in the above cases the full
			 right to remuneration specified in the Order, which in such a case is the remuneration for the 		
			 readiness to perform the Advertising Campaign. Refusal or suspension of a Advertisement Digital
			 Display for the reasons specified above shall not result in the obligation of AMS to pay any 		
			 compensation to the Client.
4. 		AMS shall be entitled to the rights indicated above in sec. 3 in the event that, according to the
		provisions of sec. 1 of this paragraph, the Client refuses to change the content of the Advertisement
		or makes it in a manner inconsistent with the AMS’s instructions.
5.		Notwithstanding the provisions of sec. 3 above, in the case of Advertisements on ATM screens,
		Advertisements on Move TV Media and Advertisements on Digital Indoor Media, AMS has the
		right to refuse Advertisement Digital Display if the content of the Advertisement violates
		the provisions of agreements concluded by AMS with ATM operators, with Fitness Clubs or with 		
		owners / administrators of the shopping centre in which the Media are mounted (in particular with
		regard to prohibitions to promote certain products or services that may ensue from such 			
		agreements) or other obligations of AMS towards its partners (provided that due to the confidential
		nature of this type of agreements or other obligations, AMS is not obliged to disclose their content
		to the Client). In the event of refusal of the Digital Display for the above reasons, the Client shall
		have the right to provide an Advertisement with a different content.
6.		AMS has the right not to display the Advertisement within the agreed period for technical, 			
		programming or other legitimate reasons.
7.		The acceptance of the Order by AMS shall not mean any liability assumed by AMS towards
		third parties for Advertisements displayed on the basis of that Order.
8.		The Client shall redress any damage suffered by AMS in connection with the content or the form
		of the presented Advertisement, including the obligation to incur all costs of litigation, including
		court fees, costs of representation in a lawsuit and other reasonable expenses incurred by AMS
		in connection with any third party claims related to the Digital Display of the Client’s Advertisements,
		as well as the costs of repair of damaged Advertising Media. At the same time, AMS shall 			
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		immediately notify the Client of any claims raised or proceedings instigated in respect of the content
		or the form of the Advertisement.
9.		If, as a result of the evaluation of the Advertisement, made in accordance with the provisions
		of this section, or for other reasons attributable to the Client, it is necessary to make changes
		or corrections to the content of the Advertisement, the Client shall not be entitled to any claim 		
		against AMS related to the reimbursement of costs incurred in connection with the re-preparation
		of Advertisement.

§ 3 Client’s Representations
1. 		The Client declares that the Advertisement does not violate any legal provisions and that the Client
		has all intangible rights to the Advertisement, including copyrights and related rights to the extent
		necessary for the Digital Display, and that the Advertisement Digital Display does not violate
		any rights of third parties (including those related to the protection of Personal Data). The Client
		further represents and warrants that the Advertisement Digital Display is not connected with AMS’s
		obligation to pay any remuneration, in particular royalties to the creators and / or related rights
		entities involved in the creation and production of the Advertisement, collected by them directly
		or through a copyright collective.
2. 		The Client represents and warrants that the New Mobile Technologies included in the content
		of the Advertisements do not violate the law, and in particular do not lead to websites / messages
		containing content, including advertisements, prohibited by law. Moreover, the Client is solely liable
		for any damage caused by third parties in connection with the use of New Mobile Technologies
		included in the content of his Advertisement.
3.		The Client represents that it agrees to the use by AMS of the Advertisement provided for Digital
		Display for marketing and self-promotional purposes. The above consent concerns in particular
		the right of AMS to use photos of Advertising Media with Advertisements displayed on them
		for marketing and self-promotional purposes (such as: newsletter, commercial presentations,
		catalogues, promotional materials on AMS websites and other forms of presentation on the Internet).
		The above consent is not limited in time or territorially.
4.		The Client represents that it expresses its consent to the use by AMS for marketing and
		self-promotional purposes of the results of marketing research regarding the conducted
		Advertising Campaigns, including the publication of data specifying the number and type
		of Advertising Media on which the Advertising Campaigns were carried out, the geographical
		scope of the Advertising Campaigns and the Client’s company (excluding Personal Data).
		The above consent is not limited in time or territorially.

§ 4 Placing Orders
1.		The execution of the Advertising Campaign shall be carried out on the basis of an Order,
		in accordance with the General Terms and Conditions and pursuant to applicable provisions of law.
2.		The Client shall send a Request for Quotation to AMS by e-mail (at the e-mail addresses provided),
		by phone or via other channels made available by AMS.
3.		In reply to the Request for Quotation, following the receipt of the Request for Quotation, AMS shall
		send to the e-mail address indicated by the Client a reply to the Request for Quotation or the Offer
		for the performance of the Advertising Campaign. If, on the day of receipt of the Request, AMS
		does not have the necessary free time for Advertisement Digital Display, AMS shall indicate to the
		Client the closest possible date for the implementation of the Advertising Campaign.
4.		Within the time limit indicated in the Offer the Client shall inform AMS whether it accepts the proposed
		Offer, and then the Client shall deliver the Order to AMS, signed by a person duly authorised to represent
		the Client.
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5.		Upon receipt of the Client’s declaration of acceptance of the Offer, AMS reserves the time for the
		Advertisement Digital Display for the benefit of the Client in accordance with the Offer.
6.		Lack of acceptance of the Offer or failure to deliver the Order to AMS in accordance with section
		4 of this paragraph shall cause cancellation of the reservation made by AMS and Offer expiry.
7.		AMS allows for the possibility to conclude with the Client a framework agreement which enables
		the Client to place single Orders via e-mail from the e-mail address indicated in the framework
		agreement.

§ 5 Materials for Digital Display
1.		The Client shall deliver the Advertisement in the form ready for Digital Display to AMS together
		with the Order no later than 4 Business Days before the beginning of the Digital Display.
2.		The advertisement shall meet the requirements specified in the technical specification provided
		to the Client by AMS.
3.		The Client shall provide the Advertisement:
		a. on a CD-ROM or DVD to the address: AMS S.A., Warsaw (00- 732) ul. Czerska 8/10, or
		b. via ftp.ams.com.pl using the login and password each time generated by AMS for a given Client.
4.		Failure by the Client to meet the deadline for delivering the Advertisement may result in the ordered
		Advertisement not being displayed, with AMS retaining the full right to the remuneration specified
		in the Order, which in this case is the remuneration for the readiness to perform the Advertising
		Campaign.
5.		AMS assesses the compliance of the submitted Advertisement with the technical requirements.
6.		Any deviations from the technical requirements of the Advertisements are allowed only with the
		consent of AMS and at the sole risk of the Client on the basis of a separate statement by the Client,
		submitted in the written or electronic form.
7.		Failure by the Client to meet the deadline for delivery of the Order or Advertisement and any other
		formal defects of the Order for which the Client is liable, shall release AMS from the obligation
		to perform it and from any liability that could arise in this respect.

§ 6 Campaign Execution
1.		AMS has the exclusive right to decide on the order of Digital Display of Advertisements on Digital Media.
2.		AMS is entitled to a temporary break in the Digital Display for technical reasons. AMS shall exercise
		the utmost care to ensure that the abovementioned interruptions in the Digital Display are as short
		as possible. Breaks in the Digital Display for technical reasons do not affect the assessment of the
		fulfilment of obligations by AMS regarding the Digital Display of Advertisements. The Digital Display
		shall take place immediately after the reasons preventing the provision of services cease to exist.
3.		AMS is not liable towards the Client for non-performance or improper performance of the
		Advertising Campaign service for reasons attributable to third parties, including in particular 		
		owners / administrators of real estate (including shopping centres), bus shelters, Fitness Clubs,
		Public Transportation Vehicles or ATMs on which the Digital Media are mounted, or caused by force
		majeure, defined as circumstances beyond the control of AMS, which make it impossible to carry
		out an Advertising Campaign, such as, for example: natural disaster, epidemic, state of war, state
		of emergency, road accidents, strikes or industrial actions, construction disasters, terrorist attacks,
		closing or restricting access to specific areas, acts of vandalism.
4.		AMS has the right to entrust the performance of the Advertising Campaign to subcontractors
		in whole or in part and AMS shall be liable for the actions or omissions of subcontractors as for its
		own actions.
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§ 7 Campaign Execution Reports
1. 		After the Advertising Campaign is terminated, AMS prepares a report on its execution.
2. 		AMS provides the Client with a report on the execution of the Client’s Digital Displays
		of Advertisements by e-mail, within 7 Business Days as of the end of the Digital Display, subject
		to the provisions of sec. 3 and 4 below.
3. 		In the case of Advertisements displayed on LCD Media in public transportation, the report on the
		execution of the Digital Display of Advertisements is provided to the Client after AMS receives
		it from the operator handling the given Public Transportation Vehicles, provided that the operator
		is technically able to prepare a report.
4. 		In the case of Advertisements displayed on ATMs, the report on the execution of the Digital Display
		of Advertisements is delivered to the Client by AMS by the 15th day of the month following the month
		in which the Digital Display of Advertisements was carried out.
5. 		The report on the execution of the Client’s Campaign referred to in paragraph 1-4 above, does
		not contain photos of Digital Media with the Client’s Advertisements displayed on them.
6. 		The Client has also the right to order AMS to perform the so-called premium photo report, containing
		high-quality photos of a predetermined number of Digital Media with the Client’s Advertisement,
		with AMS having the right to choose the location of the Digital Media. The amount and terms
		of payment for the premium photo report shall be agreed by the Parties on the basis of separately
		undertaken negotiations and confirmed in writing or electronically.

§ 8 Complaints
1.		Complaints concerning the manner and the quality of execution of the Advertising Campaign shall
		be lodged with AMS by the Client by e-mail, within 2 days as of taking cognizance of any irregularities
		in the course of the Advertising Campaign, subject to clause 2 below. A complaint shall define the
		defects or irregularities of Digital Display of Advertisements as per the terms of the Order.
2.		Any complaints regarding the manner and quality of the execution of the Advertising Campaign
		shall be reported to AMS by the Client within no more than 4 days from the date of receipt by
		the Client of the report on the execution of the Digital Display of Client’s Advertisements referred
		to in § 7 sec. 1 - 5 above.
3.		In the event of failure to meet the deadline for filing a complaint, it shall not be considered by AMS.
4.		In each case, AMS shall inform the Client about the method of considering the complaint by e-mail
		within 5 Business Days of its submission.
5.		Submitting a complaint shall not release the Client from the obligation to pay the remuneration
		due to AMS for the performed Advertising Campaign.
6.		AMS shall not be liable for any damages to the Client that are of the lost profit nature.
7.		In the event of non-performance or improper performance of the Order by AMS, the total liability
		of AMS for damages actually incurred by the Client is limited to the amount of remuneration due
		to AMS in accordance with the Order.

§ 9 Remuneration of AMS
1.		The Client shall pay AMS the remuneration for the ordered Advertising Campaign.
2.		AMS’s remuneration for the execution of the Advertising Campaign shall be determined on the basis
		of the price list and the Commercial Policy applicable on the day of placing of the Order by
		the Client, on the terms and conditions set out in the Order.
3.		AMS’s remuneration shall be paid in accordance with the dates and the terms and conditions set
		out in the Order.
4.		The Client shall pay the remuneration within the required time limit to the bank account indicated
		on the invoice or in the Order. Failure to meet the payment deadline shall result in statutory default
		interest being charged for the entire period of the delay.
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5.		The remuneration payment date shall be the date when AMS’s bank account is credited with the
		entire amount of the remuneration due to AMS.
6.		In the event of failure to meet the payment deadline referred to in sec. 3 above, AMS has the right
		to refuse to accept the Order for subsequent Digital Displays the Client’s Advertisements.
7.		In the case of an Issue of a cyclical nature, that is, ordered for a period longer than 1 calendar month,
		AMS has the right to withhold the execution of the Advertising Campaign from the cycle ordered 		
		by the Client, if the Client does not pay the remuneration for the part of the Issue already completed,
		regardless of the right to charge statutory interest for the entire period of delay. After unsuccessful
		calling of the Client to pay the outstanding remuneration, AMS has the right to withdraw from the
		Order without the Client’s right to demand the payment of compensation or a contractual penalty,
		while AMS has the right to demand payment of a contractual penalty from the Client under § 10 sec.
		3 or 4 of the General Terms and Conditions.

§ 10 Order Renouncement
1.		Until one day prior to the commencement of the Digital Display, the Parties may renounce the entire
		Order or any part thereof based on a statement in writing or sent in the electronic form, subject
		to the provisions below.
2.		The declaration of renouncement of the Order shall not result in any financial consequences
		for the withdrawing Party if it occurred more than 14 (fourteen) days before the commencement
		of the Digital Display.
3.		In the event of renouncement by any of the Parties of all or part of the Order, within a period shorter
		than that specified in sec. 2 of this paragraph, the Party to which the declaration of renouncement
		was submitted has the right to demand from the other Party the payment of a contractual penalty
		calculated according to the following rules:
		a) 75% of the net remuneration for the Advertising Campaign if the renouncement occurred from
			
1 day to 2 days before the commencement date of a Digital Display,
		b) up to 50% of the net remuneration for the Advertising Campaign if the renouncement occurred
			
from 3 days to 6 days before the commencement date of a Digital Display,
		c) 25% of the net remuneration for the Advertising Campaign if the renouncement occurred from
			
7 days to 13 days before the commencement date of a Digital Display.
4.		Regardless of the provisions of sections 2 and 3 above, if the Client concludes an Order with AMS,
		the subject of which is the performance of an Advertising Campaign on Digital Media and
		on other types of advertising media, in the event of renouncement of a given Order, the provisions
		of the General Terms and Conditions of Advertisement Display on Advertising Media of AMS S.A.
		shall apply (in particular regarding the method of calculating contractual penalties and
		their amount).
5.		The payment of the above contractual penalties shall be made on the basis of the accounting
		note within 14 days of its receipt by the party obligated to make a payment.
6.		Until the first day of the Digital Display, AMS has the right to renounce the Order without incurring
		any liability in this respect, in the event of obtaining information about the Client’s outstanding
		and unfulfilled obligations towards any company belonging to the Agora S.A. Capital Group.
		(i.e. towards Agora S.A. and all companies affiliated to Agora S.A.).
7. 		In the event that AMS renounces the Order in accordance with paragraph 6 above, the Client
		is not entitled to any claim related to the reimbursement of the costs of production of the
		Advertisements and other costs related to the Order, and the provisions of sec. 2 and 3 of this
		paragraph shall not apply.
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§ 11 Personal Data Processing
1.		The Controller of the Personal Data provided by the Client in connection with entrusting AMS with
		the service of Digital Display of Advertisements shall be AMS S.A. with the registered office in Warsaw
		(00-732) ul. Czerska 8/10 (“the Controller”).
2.		The Controller has appointed a data protection officer who may be contacted by e-mail:
iod@ams.com.pl (or by letter sent to the address of the registered office of AMS) in any matters
		connected with Personal Data processing.
3.		Personal Data provided by the Client shall be processed for the purpose of:
		a) executing the ordered advertising services (i.e. in particular the performance of the Order and
			 the performance of public and legal obligations related to its performance, resulting primarily
			 from the relevant provisions of law, including accounting and tax regulations) – the legal basis
			 is the necessity to conclude and perform the contract (Article 6 clause 1 letter b of the General
			 Data Protection Regulation No 2016/679 (“the Regulation”) and compliance with legal obligations
			 to which the Controller is subject (Article 6 clause 1 letter c of the Regulation)
		b) execution of the legitimate interests pursued by the Controller consisting in processing of the
			 Personal Data for direct marketing purposes and possibility to determine or pursue any claims
			 or protection against such claims by the Controller – the legal basis for processing data is the
			 legitimate interest of the Controller (Article 6 clause 1 letter f of the Regulation)

4.		Personal Data indicated by the Client in connection with entrusting AMS with the Digital Display
		of Advertisements may be transferred to entities providing services for the benefit of the Controller
		connected with the execution of the Digital Displays, among others to subcontractors, entities
		providing accounting services, suppliers of IT systems and IT services, entities providing legal services
		(including tax and debt recovery services), entities providing document archiving services, entities
		being part of the Agora Capital Group (i.e. Agora S.A. and its affiliated companies).
5.		Personal Data indicated by the Client in connection with entrusting AMS with the Digital Display
		of Advertisements shall be processed as long as the Digital Displays are executed (i.e. in particular
		as long as the Order is valid). The period of Personal Data Processing may each time be extended
		by the period of limitation if personal data processing is necessary to pursue any claims
		or protection against such claims by the Controller. After the lapse of such a period, Personal
		Data shall be processed solely in the scope and for the period set out by the provisions of law.
6.		Persons whose Personal Data are processed in connection with entrusting AMS with the Digital
		Display of Advertisements shall have the right to access the Personal Data and demand that they
		be rectified, deleted, to demand data restriction, data portability and to object to processing
		of Personal Data for the reasons justified by their specific situation.
7.		Persons whose Personal Data are processed in connection with entrusting AMS with the Digital
		Display of Advertisements shall have the right to object to Personal Data processing processed
		for direct marketing purposes.
8.		Persons whose Personal Data are processed in connection with entrusting AMS with the Digital
		Display of Advertisements shall have the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority
		dealing with Personal Data protection should they deem that processing of Personal Data breaches
		the provisions of the Regulation.
9.		Provision of Personal Data by the Client shall be necessary for AMS to perform the commissioned
		advertising services, including in particular to conclude and execute the Order.

§ 12 Final provisions
1. 		Any disputes which might arise due to the Order or connected with the Order shall be resolved
		by way of negotiations, and eventually submitted for resolution of a common court with
		the jurisdiction over the registered office of AMS.
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2.		The information pertaining to the Offer and the Order shall be confidential and addressed solely
		to the Parties in order to perform the Advertising Campaign. AMS shall be authorised to transfer
		confidential information to entities from the Capital Group of Agora (i.e. Agora S.A. and its affiliated
		companies).
3.		The confidentiality obligation shall not apply when the information has to be disclosed under
		and in accordance with any absolutely binding provisions of law at the request of the competent
		public administration authorities or court.
4.		AMS shall have the right to refer to the fact of Order execution and place the name of the Client
		(excluding Personal Data) in its advertising materials, reference letters and presentation materials
		with general information on the service it performs or has performed. AMS shall have the right
		to provide information with regard to the subject matter of the Order, its execution time
		and approximate value in tender procedures or in other similar procedures conducted on a basis
		other than the Public Procurement Law. At the same time AMS undertakes not to publish any detailed
		information as to bilateral relationship regulated by the Order without the Client’s consent expressed
		in writing or in the electronic form.
5.		Any transfer of the Client’s rights and obligations resulting from the Order to a third party shall
		require AMS’s prior consent expressed in writing or in the electronic form.
6.		The Client represents that it shall not set off any of its receivables against the receivables of AMS
		unless the Parties jointly decide otherwise.
7.		AMS reserves the right to amend the General Terms and Conditions. Amendments to the General
		Terms and Conditions shall be placed on the website at www.ams.com.pl, and the Client shall 		
		be notified thereof by e-mail (at the provided e-mail addresses). If the Client submits no objection
		expressed in writing or in the electronic form within two weeks as of receiving the notification
		of amendments to the General Terms and Conditions, such amendments shall be deemed accepted
		by the Client. As a result of amendments to the General Terms and Conditions no annexe to the 		
		Order needs to be concluded. However, if the Client objects to the acceptance of amendments
		to the General Terms and Conditions, the Parties shall continue the execution of the current Order
		on the hitherto binding General Terms and Conditions.
8.		In the event of any discrepancy between these General Terms and Conditions and the Order,
		the provisions of the Order shall prevail.
9.		These General Terms and Conditions shall not apply to the execution of advertising services ordered
		by physical persons who purchase advertising services for the purpose not connected with their
		business or professional activity. Such persons shall contact a representative of AMS in order
		to conclude a separate agreement on the execution of advertising services.
10.		These “General Terms and Conditions of Advertisement Digital Display” shall enter into force
		on 1 July 2021.
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